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SexMining is a blockchain project that aims to fundamentally transform any sexual relations based on voluntary understanding.
For instance, in an effort to solve the problems relating to the negative perception of the sex industry, we’re transforming the
concept of prostitution to joint mining of SEX tokens.
A good analogy to this is Uber, which revolutionized the taxi industry in many
countries. From the consumer’s standpoint, Uber operates like a taxi service: you
call a car that takes you to a specific place in return for compensation. However,
from a legal standpoint, it is not a taxi service at all. We aim to make a similar
legal revolution in the sphere of sex.

The SexMining project adopts the
cryptocurrency mining model where certain
actions, such as solving math puzzles, storing
and providing access to data, publishing and
assessment of news, and so on, lead to the
acquisition of a certain amount of digital
currency. In this case, mining is conducted
via the sexual act itself, which is the
necessary condition for acquiring SEX tokens
under the terms of the public tender.
Our other goal is to create a convenient,
cheap and anonymous means of payment
for adult products and services.

Finally, we have
developed a series
of solutions for
actualizing one’s
potential, sexual
and otherwise, as
well as creating
a culture that
welcomes finding
intimacy with the
help of our mobile
apps.
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Bob and Alice don’t know each other. They are both looking for a sex partner. Bob is in search of
a one-night stand and he’s willing to spend some money to get it. Alice, in turn, is looking for an
additional source of income.
Bob and Alice install the SexMining app on their smartphones. Bob and Alice proceed to use the app to find one
another and agree to mine SEX tokens together.
Alice wants to mine SEX tokens equivalent to 200 USD. Bob stocks up on the “ore” for mining (MNG tokens)
equivalent to 400 USD, which are necessary for mining to take place.
Bob and Alice meet and begin to mine via the mobile app and sex.
Bob and Alice have the option to broadcast the mining process to their countries of choice. If both
agree, Bob turns on the broadcast of the mining process (sex), with certain restrictions to countries and
bandwidth, by requiring each viewer to contribute something, e.g. 1 USD per minute. Several viewers
connect to the broadcast of Bob and Alice mining. As a result, Bob’s wallet is credited with SEX tokens
contributed by their audience.
In the process of mining and with Alice’s consent, Bob takes a few photos of Alice’s body parts he
particularly enjoyed, records a few soundtracks and videos of the mining process, which he saves in
the Hall of Fame section of his app for personal use. This is Bob’s private archive, but he can publish
materials from his hall of fame for others to view, with certain restrictions to countries and bandwidth,
in return for the viewers’ contributions, e.g. 10 USD.
Once the mining is completed, Bob and Alice are credited the equivalent of 200 USD in SEX tokens to
their wallets.
From a legal standpoint, no transfer of money (i.e. payment) for sexual services has taken place. Instead,
both partners receive an equal share of tokens as a result of their joint mining session. This is key to make
the sexual relations an element of Proof-of-Sex—a necessary part of the process for generating SEX tokens.
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The liquidity of SEX tokens is guaranteed by licenses to all our software. 30% of the proceeds earned
from the sales of game simulators teaching fellatio and cunnilingus, 3D Kama Sutra in VR glasses, and all
future releases by World Wide Soft s.r.o. as part of the SexMining project, will go towards maintaining
and growing the price of SEX tokens.
The liquidity of SEX tokens will further be guaranteed by proceeds made in the adult industry. We plan to negotiate with networks of
sex shops, as well as companies providing adult goods and services, to integrate SEX tokens into their discount and/or promotional
campaigns aimed at rewarding customer loyalty.
Additionally, the liquidity of SEX tokens will be bolstered by trading the token on exchanges. We plan on listing the SEX token on
numerous exchanges in accordance with their listing rules while securing optimal listing conditions.

A series of reality TV shows is being developed
on the basis of the SexMining project, and
users will be allowed to engage and interact
with the shows using the SEX token. The first
reality show, titledVirginity, will document
the successful transition of virgins into
adulthood. The show will be a mix of education
and entertainment, aiming to capture this
momentous occasion for both partners to
remember with nothing but fondness. Whereas
many virginites are lost in a back alley in drunker
stupor, accompanied by pain and tears, we want
to make it a celebration, akin to the prom, one’s
first kiss, or even one’s wedding day.

Various other adult events are currently
in development, such as “Mining
Auctions” that will be open to all
SexMining subscribers. Here, people will
be given the chance to bid with their
SEX tokens to engage in sexmining with
a porn star.
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At the core of the project will be the opening of specialized “Houses of Mining Repute”— dedicated
venues where those wishing to earn money by mining SEX tokens can meet those willing to provide
the necessary materials (MNG token). Negotiations with the various state departments are already
underway, including ministries of the interior, justice, labor, and revenue services.

In an effort to popularize the
project and facilitate adoption,
we plan on releasing special
plastic cards-wallets capable of
holding and transacting with
the SEX token, as well minting
collector coins. These products
will be placed into a network
of sex shops and regular gift
shops.

The successful implementation of
the project will result in the installment
of a network of SexMining ATMs where
users could purchase, sell or trade SEX
tokens for fiat, Bitcoin or Ethereum.
The plan is to install the ATMs in
sex shops given their proximity to
the theme of the project and easy
accessibility in virtually any city.
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The SexMining project is the brainchild
of the team behind World Wide
Soft s.r.o., a company that’s been
developing software since 2009,
primarily for smartphones.
For more information
on the company:
www.worldwidesoft.mobi

Blockchain technology makes it possible to implement solutions for
acute social problems. The SexMining project is being developed on
the basis of numerous and continued consultations with experts in the
fields of jurisprudence, blockchain, ICOs, marketing, and programming.
Check out www.sexmining.ru for more information.
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PROSTITUTION

In most countries, prostitution is illegal and hence
a punishable criminal offense. Our goal is to
provide a legal solution for all the parties involved.

ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS:

Anonymity. Using a payment card makes you
vulnerable if you wish to be discreet about your
purchase. With this method, we’re bringing back
anonymity into the sphere of digital technologies,
as if you were paying cash.

PAYMENTS AND COLLECTIONS

Banks are notorious for charging baseless fees for
the privilege of using your own money. Blockchain
technology makes it possible to minimize expenses
for making and receiving payments, and eliminate
the need for debt collection.
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PROSTITUTION
In most countries, prostitution is illegal and operates outside the law. This results in health and safety risks for both clients
and sex workers.
The sex industry is criminalized, giving rise to human trafficking, sexual violence and negligence toward the health of sex
workers. This, in turn, exacerbates drug use among prostitutes, the spreading of sexually-transmitted diseases, reduced
sexual literacy and responsibility, and abuse of sex workers by criminal enterprises, which subjects the love fairies to
additional risk, up to and including death.
Prostitution is defined as provision of sexual services in return for payment. Nowadays, the attitude towards prostitution
differs tremendously from country to country, from culture to culture, ranging from extreme intolerance to a fully legal
line of work. Prostitution has been fully legalized in eight European countries: Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
Greece, Turkey, Hungary, and Latvia. It is prohibited in Russia, the majority of Asian countries (China, Japan, Mongolia) and
the Americas (USA, Canada, Mexico). And it is especially taboo in the Muslim countries.
There are many approaches to crack down on the practice of prostitution that differ by method and extent of punishment.
Some countries punish the providers of sex services while others hold the consumers liable.
The countries that keep prostitution outside the law often resort to the ethical argument as basis. However, that position
is based on subjective interpretation of religious texts that have been translated and rewritten numerous times with zero
quality control as to their accuracy and conformity to the original.
In the modern world, religion is no longer the leading theory of the creation of the universe and humankind. Taking as
foundation the material theory of life’s origin coupled with an agnostic approach towards religious theories allows us to
reevaluate the ethical notion of sex for money, likening it to other basic services, like education, medical treatment, and so
on.
There is yet another paradoxical aspect: in our world, paying money in return for stimulation of erogenous zones leading to
sexual arousal and orgasm is perfectly legal. Masseuses are allowed to massage the prostate, the breast, and the womb. Of
course, in these cases the orgasm is a byproduct, and massage is the goal.
Following the logic accepted in most of the world’s countries, we are changing the goal of sex. Now, the goal of sex will
be the joint mining of cryptocurrency, and sexual gratification the byproduct! The reward for taking part in the mining is
distributed to all parties in the form of SEX tokens. As a result, the sexual act cannot be legally interpreted as a paid service.
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ANONYMITY
Anonymity for consumers of adult content
(purchasing video content, sex toys, or paying for sexrelated events or activities). All too often the record
of transactions made by payments cards is too easily
accessible. We intend on providing a fast, convenient
and anonymous means of payments free of any
commission fees.

CONVENIENT PAYMENT ACCEPTANCE
Convenient payment acceptance. Individuals who provide
paid services in the sex industry will have access to a
convenient and favorable method of accepting payments.
Key advantages include absence of bank commissions, high
speed, reliability and anonymity of incoming payments.
This will help you keep your clients in their comfort zone
and make your service more attractive.
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The following apps are being developed as part of the SexMining projects:

SexMining wallet

A standard wallet app to store, send and receive SEX tokens. The app will also allow
users to purchase MINING tokens, which are necessary to mine SEX tokens.

SexMining dating application and wallet integration

An app designed to help people meet for the purpose of jointly mining SEX tokens.
An easy way to find a partner using one’s geolocation and personal preferences. The
dating functionality will be integrated in the wallet.

SexMining mining application and wallet integration

An app designed to mine SEX tokens. The mining functionality will be integrated in the
wallet.

SexMining streaming application and wallet integration

An app designed to stream the mining process to chosen countries in return for a preset
payment. The streaming functionality using a pay-per-minute payment model will be
integrated in the wallet.

SexMining hall of fame and wallet integration

The Hall of Fame app is designed to store data about completed mining sessions. The
app allows the user to create albums with text and sound information, as well as photos
and videos of the mining sex session. The albums are meant for private use, but there
will be an option to provide paid access to one’s chosen countries. This functionality will
be integrated in the wallet.
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The following apps are being developed as part of the SexMining projects:

Evora O

A 3D simulator for smartphones with virtual reality glasses
that teaches the art of oral pleasure. Contains 26 fellatio
positions. The app is designed to shape a culture of oral
sex, removing illiteracy in the field of oral sex, and selfactualization via improvement of one’s own sexuality.

Evora V

A 3D simulator for smartphones with virtual reality
glasses that teaches the art of oral pleasure. Contains 25
cunnilingus positions. The app is designed to shape
a culture of oral sex, removing illiteracy in the field of oral
sex, and self-actualization via improvement of one’s own
sexuality.

Evora C

A 3D game and encyclopedia for smartphones with virtual
reality glasses that teaches the art of the Kama Sutra.
Contains the full version of the Kama Sutra. The app is
designed to shape a culture of sex, removing illiteracy in
the field of sex, and self-actualization via improvement
of one’s own sexuality.
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THE TOTAL CIRCULATION OF SEX TOKENS WILL BE
100,000,000 (ONE HUNDRED MILLION)

10 000 000 000

The SEX token will use the ERC20 standard and will be launched on the Ethereum blockchain

10%
5%
40%
30%
15%

of the SEX tokens will be available
for private sale

of the SEX tokens will be allocated
for county programs, marketing and
development

of the SEX tokens will be available
for sale when the project is released
to a wide audience

of the SEX tokens will be reserved
for long-term financing to realize the
SexMining project

of the SEX tokens will be reserved
for the team with a 12-month lockup
period
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PRIVATE SALE
The private sale will start on November 1 and finish on December 30.
The private sale is meant to raise funds to ensure the project’s continued growth and development.
The project is being launched by the collective efforts and means of the team behind World Wide Soft s.r.o.,
and now the team faces the challenge of bringing the project to the public, raising awareness and visibility,
and laying the foundation for optimal development and growth.
Early investors will take advantage of a lucrative discount in return for their support.
Exclusive privileges will be made available during the private sale.
If the private sale cap is not reached during this period, the unsold portion of the tokens will be added to
the main sale, without discount, at the full token price.
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This stage will support bounty programs to attract
a wider circle of users, primarily by promoting free
trials of the product.
Some of these tokens will be used to pay
subcontractors for marketing work aimed at
advertising and educating the public on the project,
as well as promoting it online, through social media,
messenger apps, and forums.
This fund will cover the needs of the project that
can be paid for with the actual SEX tokens.
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PUBLIC SALE
The main sale is scheduled for Q1 2019.
This stage will be dedicated to raising the funds sufficient for meeting the planned milestones in the project’s
roadmap.
Our goal is to substantially improve the adult industry, expand individual freedoms for everyone in the sphere,
provide opportunities for experiments and self-discovery, and shape the culture of sexual relations and selfactualization. Our ambition is to replace prostitution, which is illegal in most countries, with the mining of SEX
tokens, thereby legalizing the process under the law.
Updates on the project’s development will be shared in detail across our information channels.
Unsold SEX tokens will be frozen for 6 months, then offered for sale again until the hard cap is reached.
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Besides the standard long-term financing of the SexMining
project, this reserve may be used in the event of force
majeure developments threatening the implementation
of the project’s roadmap.
The reserve may also be used to fund a heretofore
unplanned, additional stage of the SexMining project.
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TEAM ALLOCATION WITH A 12-MONTH LOCKUP PERIOD
These funds will be frozen for 12 months before being
released to the members of the SexMining team, at which
point they will become token holders in their own right.
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Those who buy 99 or more SEX tokens will get a bonus distribution kit of Evora O for their
smartphone.
As an additional privilege, these buyers will be granted free copies of our future products as they
are released, such as Evora V (cunnilingus simulator), Evora C (Kama Sutra in VR glasses), and so on.
To claim your distributor kits, write to sexmining@protonmail.com
In your email, indicate the wallet address holding your purchased SEX tokens, and the games you’d
like to get.
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PUBLIC TENDER AGREEMENT
By using the SEX (SEX) and MINING (MNG) tokens, you unequivocally agree to accept this Public
tender agreement. The SEX token may be used to trade, transact, store, and transfer to other persons
or used for other means that don’t violate the local laws to which the SEX token user is subject, nor
international law.
The SEX token can be obtained via mining. The mining of SEX tokens requires the burning of MINING
tokens plus the sexual act (using the Proof-of-burn mining mechanism).
Under the public agreement, the MINING token bears no attributes of means of payment, has no
declared value, is blocked for trade, transactions, exchange to other currencies, alienation, or transfer
to other persons. The MINING token can only be used to mine SEX tokens by burning it (using the
Proof-of-burn mechanism), and only during the sexual act. Its use must not violate local laws to which
the SEX token user it subject, nor international law.
To start the mining of SEX tokens, all the participants of the sex act will start a special app on their
smartphones. During the mining, the MINING tokens belonging to the “leader” of the mining (the one
who begins the mining process) are consumed. The MINING tokens are destroyed, whereupon all the
mining participants are credited SEX tokens in equal proportion, with the total sum being equal to that
of the destroyed MINING tokens.
The MINING token can be obtained by destroying the SEX token using the Proof of Burn mechanism.
As the SEX tokens are destroyed, the user is credited with MINING tokens instead.

